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Welcome to our
Linklaters Learning Hub Programme

Introduction

September 2018 sees the start of the second series
of exclusive workshops from the Linklaters Learning
Hub. A seven-session learning schedule tailored to
meet the needs of professionals across key sectors
in Luxembourg.
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The Linklaters Learning Hub was launched to create
a relaxed environment where young professionals
and lawyers can learn together and network.
It seeks to create a forum of exchange of ideas and
expertise, effectively bringing together both sides
of the client/lawyer relationship. Encouraged by the
success of our initial programme between February
and June 2018, we have now expanded the scope
of our sessions to include more specialised topics
while also incorporating a session on “soft skills”.
All sessions are developed for young professionals
or for more senior professionals with an appetite to
learn more about new legal fields to them.

The Linklaters Learning Hub has helped to introduce
a more collaborative approach to training and
development. It is open to all professionals at our
invited clients and we encourage you to also invite
your colleagues who have an interest to join.
You can participate in all sessions or simply book
a place for subjects that are of particular interest
to you. Why not sign up to our Autumn programme
and broaden your knowledge while boosting your
professional contacts? We look forward to meeting
you and having you at our next session of the
Linklaters Learning Hub.
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September

Remedies in action: enforcement of financial
collateral arrangements
19 September 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

Luxembourg has built a strong reputation when it comes to robustness of financial
collateral arrangements and its lender friendly regime. However, you may wonder
what this means in practice.

Melinda Perera
Partner,
Capital Markets and Banking

What happens when the financial performance deteriorates and when the agreed
contractual terms are no longer complied with? How can financial collateral
arrangements protect you in such situations?

Tiago Ventura Mendes
Associate,
Capital Markets and Banking

This session aims at providing an understanding of the remedies available under the
Luxembourg law on financial collateral arrangements in a distress scenario and how
to exercise these remedies. We will also share some insight on the numerous strategic
implications to be considered in an enforcement scenario, with a focus on pledge
arrangements.
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October

Assessment of the impact of the Anti-Tax
Avoidance Directive(s) (ATAD) on typical
Luxembourg tax structures
3 October 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

A draft of the domestic legislation implementing the EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive of
12 July 2016 (the “ATAD 1”) was filed with the Luxembourg Parliament in June 2018.
No draft of the legislation implementing the EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive of 29 May
2017 is expected before 2019 (the “ATAD 2”).

Aurélie Clementz
Consultant, Tax
Danièle Buchler
Managing Associate, Tax

The market is particularly keen to discover the way in which the interest deduction limitation
as well as the anti-hybrid rules will be implemented in Luxembourg.
By applying the new rules set out in the above mentioned Directives to commonly used
vehicles and instruments, this session will guide you through the anticipated scope of these
rules and the impact they may have on existing and future tax structures in Luxembourg.
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October

Current trends in the Luxembourg alternative
investment funds sector
17 October 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

Luxembourg is the biggest centre for investment funds in Europe and ranks second
worldwide. In recent years, Luxembourg has developed and established a unique
expertise in respect of alternative investment funds. However, the ever-evolving regulatory
environment pushes asset managers to innovate the way they structure and operate
alternative investment products.

Emmanuel Avice
Managing Associate,
Investment Funds

This session aims at giving an overview of the current trends as well as shedding a new
light on the existing legal topics that have been relevant in the past and which will be
relevant in the future due to their paramount importance.

Philip Spilberg
Junior Associate,
Investment Funds

Topics that will be addressed include considerations in respect of the different types of
eligible vehicles and the relationship between investors and investment manager/service
providers. We will also touch upon some of the most crucial structuring issues we face today.
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October

Insights into securitisation in Luxembourg
31 October 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

Luxembourg has an attractive legal framework for securitisation transactions and a
well-established securitisation practice.

Nicki Kayser
Partner,
Capital Markets and Banking

Securitisation can offer a number of advantages to originators, arrangers, investors and also
the economy in general.

Diogo Casqueiro
Associate,
Capital Markets and Banking

But what does a securitisation transaction look like? Is there only one type of securitisation
transaction? What vehicles can be used for the purposes of a securitisation? What can their
activities consist of? What assets can be securitised? What sources of financing can be
chosen? These are just some of the classic questions which the Luxembourg securitisation
practice has had to answer.
This session aims at giving you some insights into the above questions in the context of the
ongoing legal and regulatory changes to a sector that plays an increasingly important role in
the Luxembourg financial sector.
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November

Distributions, repayments or redemptions to
shareholders: how to safely upstream funds of
Luxembourg companies
14 November 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

Your Luxembourg company receives funds, whether by generated profits, sale proceeds,
distributions, interests or otherwise. One of the main questions every Luxembourg company
faces, is to know how to upstream those funds to the shareholders by respecting the
applicable legal framework.

Catherine Kremer
Managing Associate,
Corporate M&A

This session will provide you with an overview of the legal conditions applicable to
distributions, repayments and/or redemptions in respect of the most commonly used
Luxembourg companies. Next to the legal prerequisites, this session will also outline the
key considerations, as well as the process to be followed, in order to legally implement the
distributions, repayments and/or redemptions in the most efficient manner.
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November

Introduction to Luxembourg Anti-Money
Laundering regulations
28 November 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

A complex set of rules, supervisory mechanisms and information exchange networks have
been put in place in the European Union, with a view to eradicate the misuse of the financial
system for the purposes of money laundering and/or terrorist financing. In this context,
the EU AML Directive (currently in its fourth edition) plays a particular role.

Raoul Heinen
Managing Associate,
Investment Funds

The AML Directive applies to all actors of the Luxembourg financial sector, including
banks, investment firms, as well as to funds and their management companies. A basic
understanding of the impact of the AML regulations on your daily business is thus essential.

Samuel Hachez
Junior Associate,
Investment Funds

This session will first give a general introduction, and will then focus on the Luxembourg
AML rules and the practical implications for market players. You will also be provided with
an outlook in respect of upcoming regulatory changes, including the fifth EU AML Directive.
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December

Cultural competence for the
international professional
12 December 2018
12:15pm to 2:00pm (Sandwiches will be provided)
Linklaters, 35 Avenue John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Session description

Speakers

Cultural competence is about more than just being culturally self-aware. It’s obtaining
cultural knowledge, achieving cultural skills, and putting it all together to become confident,
comfortable and in control in cross-cultural situations. From a business perspective, it’s about
gaining the capacity to win business from and serve clients from other cultures, harnessing
the benefits of cultural diversity within your team, and taking account of cultural dynamics
in the design of core business processes to enhance your company’s productivity.

Wenying Li
Learning and
Development Manager

Elodie Michaud
Managing Associate,
Investment Funds

This workshop aims at understanding what cultural competence is and why it matters,
how cultural differences can impact on business relationships and how cultural
competence can be developed and honed. Finally, the workshop will end with some
top tips on communicating effectively in cross-cultural contexts.
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The Speakers

Nicki Kayser
Partner, Capital Markets and Banking
Tel: +352 2608 8235
nicki.kayser@linklaters.com

Danièle Buchler
Managing Associate, Tax
Tel: +352 2608 8368
daniele.buchler@linklaters.com

Melinda Perera
Partner, Capital Markets and Banking
Tel: +352 2608 8321
melinda.perera@linklaters.com

Raoul Heinen
Managing Associate, Investment Funds
Tel: +352 2608 8331
raoul.heinen@linklaters.com

Aurélie Clementz
Consultant, Tax
Tel: +352 2608 8203
aurelie.clementz@linklaters.com

Catherine Kremer
Managing Associate, Corporate M&A
Tel: +352 2608 8271
catherine.kremer@linklaters.com

Emmanuel Avice
Managing Associate, Investment Funds
Tel: +352 2608 8286
emmanuel.avice@linklaters.com

Elodie Michaud
Managing Associate, Investment Funds
Tel: +352 2608 8341
elodie.michaud@linklaters.com
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The Speakers

Diogo Casqueiro
Associate, Capital Markets and Banking
Tel: +352 2608 8359
diogo.casqueiro@linklaters.com

Samuel Hachez
Junior Associate, Investment Funds
Tel: +44 20 7456 2967
samuel.hachez@linklaters.com

Anne Mauske
Associate, Corporate M&A
Tel: +352 2608 8375
anne.mauske@linklaters.com

Philip Spilberg
Junior Associate, Investment Funds
Tel: +352 2608 8273
philip.spilberg@linklaters.com

Tiago Ventura Mendes
Associate, Capital Markets and Banking
Tel: +352 2608 8305
tiago.ventura_mendes@linklaters.com

Wenying Li
Learning and Development Manager
Tel: +44 20 7456 2196
wenying.li@linklaters.com
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Knowledge
Portal

Linklaters Knowledge Portal
Our Knowledge Portal has a dedicated seminars
section which brings together all of the firm’s global
seminar content together in one place. It allows you
to register for forthcoming seminars, as well as access
materials and download videos and podcasts from
past seminars and breakfast briefings. All seminars
are listed chronologically, detailing the host office,
making it easier to search for a specific seminar.
This is a no-cost, value-add service exclusive to
our clients.
If you are not already registered, sign up now by
visiting knowledgeportal.linklaters.com
Alternatively, if you would like to receive more
information, please contact
knowledgeportalsupport@linklaters.com

In addition to the seminars listed, we host a
number of other practice and sector-based
seminar programmes.
These include:
>>Hong Kong seminar programme
>>London Financial Regulation Group
breakfast briefings
>>London Derivatives and Structured Products
breakfast briefings
>>London Quarterly compliance breakfast series
>>Luxembourg seminar programme
>>Moscow Infrastructure Bonds seminar
As well as formal programmes, we host one-off
seminars in other countries.
Please visit the Linklaters Knowledge Portal or
our website www.linklaters.com/seminars to
find out more.
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Venue details

Linklaters LLP
Allegro Building
Avenue John F. Kennedy 35
L-1855
Luxembourg
Tel: +352 2608 1
Fax: +352 2608 8888
linklaters.com

This publication is intended merely to highlight issues
and not to be comprehensive, nor to provide legal advice.
Should you have any questions on issues reported here or
on other areas of law, please contact one of your regular
contacts, or contact the editors.
© Linklaters LLP. All Rights reserved 2018

Please refer to www.linklaters.com/regulation for important
information on our regulatory position.
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CP2835 F/08.18

Linklaters LLP is a limited liability partnership registered
in England and Wales with registered number OC326345.
It is a law firm authorised and regulated by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority. The term partner in relation to Linklaters LLP is used to refer to a member of Linklaters LLP
or an employee or consultant of Linklaters LLP or
any of its affiliated firms or entities with equivalent
standing and qualifications. A list of the names of the
members of Linklaters LLP together with a list of those
non-members who are designated as partners and their
professional qualifications is open to inspection at its registered office, One Silk Street, London EC2Y 8HQ or on
www.linklaters.com and such persons are either solicitors,
registered foreign lawyers or European lawyers.

